
Product Code Product Title Product Description Features Price
GO-8WM-SK-BE ENDURE Omnidirectional Moldable 

Headset Microphone (water/sweat 
proof) hardwired for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: 
Beige

Moldable microphone with unlimited configurations, 
and a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic. 
Shapes quickly to a halo or collar mic. The mic element 
is IP 57 rated to protect against water, sweat and 
makeup. Includes microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic 
clip, small windscreen, molding tool, proprietary long-
life Lemo-style hardwired connector, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Beige

- Fully moldable to a variety of 
configurations - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - Up to 136 
dB max SPL - Tighter tolerance ±2dB - 
Optimal gain before feedback - Cable 
length of 1.7 meters - Proprietary long-life 
Lemo-style hardwired connector - 
Available in colors beige, brown or black - 
24-month warranty

$723.00

GO-8WM-SK-BR ENDURE Omnidirectional Moldable 
Headset Microphone (water/sweat 
proof) hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-
style connecctor for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: 
Brown

Moldable microphone with unlimited configurations, 
and a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic. 
Shapes quickly to a halo or collar mic. The mic element 
is IP 57 rated to protect against water, sweat and 
makeup. Includes microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic 
clip, small windscreen, molding tool, proprietary long-
life Lemo-style hardwired connector, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Brown

- Fully moldable to a variety of 
configurations - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - Up to 136 
dB max SPL - Tighter tolerance ±2dB - 
Optimal gain before feedback - Cable 
length of 1.7 meters - Proprietary long-life 
Lemo-style hardwired connector - 
Available in colors beige, brown or black - 
24-month warranty

$723.00

GO-8WM-SK-BL ENDURE Omnidirectional Moldable 
Headset Microphone (water/sweat 
proof) hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-
style connecctor for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: 
Black

Moldable microphone with unlimited configurations, 
and a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic. 
Shapes quickly to a halo or collar mic. The mic element 
is IP 57 rated to protect against water, sweat and 
makeup. Includes microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic 
clip, small windscreen, molding tool, proprietary long-
life Lemo-style hardwired connector, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Black

- Fully moldable to a variety of 
configurations - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - Up to 136 
dB max SPL - Tighter tolerance ±2dB - 
Optimal gain before feedback - Cable 
length of 1.7 meters - Proprietary long-life 
Lemo-style hardwired connector - 
Available in colors beige, brown or black - 
24-month warranty

$723.00

GO2-8WL-SK-BE ENDURE Omnidirectional Dual Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired w/reinforced connector for 
Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure 
UR1M. Color: Beige

The GO2-8WL is a fully redundant lavalier microphone 
with mic elements matching within ± .05dB. The built-
in backup design mates the dual mics and their 
independent and continuous wire paths into a singular 
wire jacket for a clean alternative to cumbersome 
cable dressing. The mic cable splits approximately nine 
inches above connection to the body-pack transmitters 
to allow ample room for separation of the 
transmitters. The mic element is IP 57 rated to protect 
against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, 
proprietary long-life Lemo-style hardwired 
termination, tighter tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic, 24-month warranty. Color: Beige

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$983.00

GO-8WL-SK-BE ENDURE Omnidirectional Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: Beige

The GO-8WL is an ultra low-profile miniature 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL lavalier with a tigher tolerance of ± 
2dB from mic to mic. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes 
microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic clip, 5 colored 
wind/water caps, small windscreen, proprietary Lemo-
style hardwired connector, 24-month warranty. Color: 
Beige

- Mic element measures only 4mm in 
diameter - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup 
proof - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$475.00

GO-8WL-SK-BL ENDURE Omnidirectional Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: Black

The GO-8WL is an ultra low-profile miniature 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL lavalier with a tigher tolerance of ± 
2dB from mic to mic. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes 
microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic clip, 5 colored 
wind/water caps, small windscreen, proprietary Lemo-
style hardwired connector, 24-month warranty. Color: 
Black

- Mic element measures only 4mm in 
diameter - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup 
proof - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$475.00



GO2-8WL-SK-BR ENDURE Omnidirectional Dual Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired w/reinforced connector for 
Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure 
UR1M. Color: Brown

The GO2-8WL is a fully redundant lavalier microphone 
with mic elements matching within ± .05dB. The built-
in backup design mates the dual mics and their 
independent and continuous wire paths into a singular 
wire jacket for a clean alternative to cumbersome 
cable dressing. The mic cable splits approximately nine 
inches above connection to the body-pack transmitters 
to allow ample room for separation of the 
transmitters. The mic element is IP 57 rated to protect 
against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, 
proprietary long-life Lemo-style hardwired 
termination, tighter tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic, 24-month warranty. Color: Brown

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$983.00

GO-8WL-SK-BR ENDURE Omnidirectional Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: Brown

The GO-8WL is an ultra low-profile miniature 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL lavalier with a tigher tolerance of ± 
2dB from mic to mic. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes 
microphone, cable clip, SLIDER1 mic clip, 5 colored 
wind/water caps, small windscreen, proprietary Lemo-
style hardwired connector, 24-month warranty. Color: 
Brown

- Mic element measures only 4mm in 
diameter - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup 
proof - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$475.00

GO2-8WL-SK-BL ENDURE Omnidirectional Dual Lavalier 
Microphone (water/sweat proof) 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Color: Black

The GO2-8WL is a fully redundant lavalier microphone 
with mic elements matching within ± .05dB. The built-
in backup design mates the dual mics and their 
independent and continuous wire paths into a singular 
wire jacket for a clean alternative to cumbersome 
cable dressing. The mic cable splits approximately nine 
inches above connection to the body-pack transmitters 
to allow ample room for separation of the 
transmitters. The mic element is IP 57 rated to protect 
against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, 
proprietary long-life Lemo-style hardwired 
termination, tighter tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic, 24-month warranty. Color: Black

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - IP 57 water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.7 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$983.00

GO2-8WD-SK-BL ENDURE Omnidirectional Redundant 
Headset hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-
style connecctor for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Black

The GO2-8WD is a fully redundant headset 
microphone with mic elements matching within ± 
.05dB. The built-in backup design mates the dual mics 
and their independent and continuous wire paths into 
a singular wire jacket for a clean alternative to 
cumbersome cable dressing. The mic cable splits 
approximately nine inches above connection to the 
body-pack transmitters to allow ample room for 
separation of the transmitters. Ear loops are reversible 
for left or right wearing, and collapsible to offer 
convenience and protection for storage or travel. The 
mic element is IP 57 rated to protect against water, 
sweat and makeup. Includes pre-mounted 
microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, proprietary 
long-life Lemo-style hardwired termination, tighter 
tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Black

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - Reversible and collapsible 
earhooks - Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$1,321.00

GO-8WD-SK-BL ENDURE Omnidirectional Headset 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Black

The GO-8WD is a miniature OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
headset with a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic. Ear loops are reversible for left or right wearing, 
and collapsible to offer convenience and protection for 
storage or travel. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, standard size 
windscreen, proprietary hardwired Lemo-style 
connector, 24-month warranty. Color: Black

- Reversible and collapsible earhooks - 
Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$730.00



GO-8WD-SK-BR ENDURE Omnidirectional Headset 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Brown

The GO-8WD is a miniature OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
headset with a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic. Ear loops are reversible for left or right wearing, 
and collapsible to offer convenience and protection for 
storage or travel. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, standard size 
windscreen, proprietary hardwired Lemo-style 
connector, 24-month warranty. Color: Brown

- Reversible and collapsible earhooks - 
Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$730.00

GO2-8WD-SK-BR ENDURE Omnidirectional Redundant 
Headset hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-
style connecctor for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Brown

The GO2-8WD is a fully redundant headset 
microphone with mic elements matching within ± 
.05dB. The built-in backup design mates the dual mics 
and their independent and continuous wire paths into 
a singular wire jacket for a clean alternative to 
cumbersome cable dressing. The mic cable splits 
approximately nine inches above connection to the 
body-pack transmitters to allow ample room for 
separation of the transmitters. Ear loops are reversible 
for left or right wearing, and collapsible to offer 
convenience and protection for storage or travel. The 
mic element is IP 57 rated to protect against water, 
sweat and makeup. Includes pre-mounted 
microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, proprietary 
long-life Lemo-style hardwired termination, tighter 
tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Brown

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - Reversible and collapsible 
earhooks - Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$1,321.00

GO-8WD-SK-BE ENDURE Omnidirectional Headset 
hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-style 
connecctor for Sennheiser SK, Zaxcom, 
Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Beige

The GO-8WD is a miniature OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
headset with a tigher tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to 
mic. Ear loops are reversible for left or right wearing, 
and collapsible to offer convenience and protection for 
storage or travel. The mic element is IP 57 rated to 
protect against water, sweat and makeup. Includes pre-
mounted microphone, cable clip, standard size 
windscreen, proprietary hardwired Lemo-style 
connector, 24-month warranty. Color: Beige

- Reversible and collapsible earhooks - 
Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$730.00

GO2-8WD-SK-BE ENDURE Omnidirectional Redundant 
Headset hardwired with Long-Life Lemo-
style connecctor for Sennheiser SK, 
Zaxcom, Wisycom, Shure UR1M. Beige

The GO2-8WD is a fully redundant headset 
microphone with mic elements matching within ± 
.05dB. The built-in backup design mates the dual mics 
and their independent and continuous wire paths into 
a singular wire jacket for a clean alternative to 
cumbersome cable dressing. The mic cable splits 
approximately nine inches above connection to the 
body-pack transmitters to allow ample room for 
separation of the transmitters. Ear loops are reversible 
for left or right wearing, and collapsible to offer 
convenience and protection for storage or travel. The 
mic element is IP 57 rated to protect against water, 
sweat and makeup. Includes pre-mounted 
microphone, cable clip, larger windscreen, proprietary 
long-life Lemo-style hardwired termination, tighter 
tolerance of ± 2dB from mic to mic, 24-month 
warranty. Color: Beige

- Built-in redundancy with dual elements - 
Factory matched elements of equivalent 
sonic frequency and sensitivity - Two wire 
paths in a single cable splits to two body 
packs - Reversible and collapsible 
earhooks - Wears left or right - IP 57 
water/sweat/makeup proof - 
"Unbreakable Boom" bendable to 360 
degrees - Up to 136 dB max SPL - Tighter 
tolerance ±2dB - Cable length of 1.2 
meter - Proprietary long-life Lemo-style 
hardwired connector - Available in colors 
beige, brown or black - 24-month 
warranty

$1,321.00


